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Dear Marian,

How's life treating you at the U.? Besides an occasional glance at the books, I've just mailed another package to Jim in Korea. The deadline for mailing Christmas parcels overseas is Nov. 15, and I want to be certain the box gets there by Dec. 25. Are you going to send Larry a package?

Choosing the contents for an overseas box is fun, Marian. I get a kick out of roaming the aisles in grocery stores to hunt for unusual canned items Jim might like. Since he's from Maryland and likes sea food, I pay special attention to that shelf.

When I was home last summer, I sent homemade things. In the line of cookies, the cake or bar kind such as brownies or gum-drop ginglers are easier to pack than flat, round or crisp peanut-butter or sugar cookies. Aluminum foil keeps them fairly fresh. For easy wrapping I place the brownies side by side on the foil just as they were together on the cooky sheet. To keep the food from being squashed and getting crumbly, I put the aluminum-wrapped packet in a sturdy cardboard box which goes inside a larger box with other items.

Watch for crumbs

Dad wrote last summer from Seoul about packing cookies — he didn't believe mine would arrive in one piece because he's seen many poorly wrapped cooky crumbs dumped out of mail bags. A tin container for homemade food is ideal, but not always available.

You know how little time there is for cooking here in Ames, Marian. I've found a deliciously rich dessert easily made from one can of sweetened condensed milk. All you do is boil the unopened can of milk for 3 hours and mail it. Inside is a creamy, but firm, caramelish-butterscotch pudding.

Last summer I asked Jim what the men look for in packages from home. He wrote that he'd have to carry while on the move, food is the easiest part. The post office likes to have two separate strings tied around the box in both directions, fixing a package for Larry. He'd love to get a homemade food is ideal, but not always available. 

The packing and sealing is important since the box will be in the not-so-gentle mail for 3 to 8 weeks. For an extra quarter at the post office, the box goes "special handling," which sometimes speeds delivery by 2 or 3 weeks.

Foot the bill

In mailing to servicemen, you pay postage only to the port in the U.S. Parcel post, of course, is cheaper than air mail. Weight limit for overseas parcel post is 70 pounds, and the size must be under 100 inches combined length and girth. For air mail, the weight limit is 2 pounds, and the size must not exceed 70 inches combined length and girth. Insurance rates vary depending on the value declared.

Marian, I hope this doesn't frighten you away from fixing a package for Larry. He'd love to get a Christmas box from you. Since it's best not to send anything that he'd have to carry while on the move, food is the wisest choice.

Good-bye for now,

Pat
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